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New FPU Reception System used in 
Outside Broadcasting of Lake Biwa 
Mainichi Marathon 

The Science & Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) has developed 

a reception system capable of stable mobile relay broadcasting over a 

wide area during sporting events such as marathons and Ekiden relay 

races. Video images for such outside broadcasting are taken using cameras on 

motorcycles and outside broadcasting (OB) vans and are wirelessly transmitted 

to multiple receiving points*1. The videos from the individual receiving points 

are then transmitted to the switching center*2 via dedicated lines. In the past, the 

transmitted videos from these receiving points were received at individual FPU 

receivers*3 at the switching center, after which the video stream with the lowest noise 

was selected. This method needs the same number of FPU receivers as receiving 

points, with the potential for video distortion depending on the transmission status.

Our new FPU reception system incorporates a recent advance that makes it possible 

to have a more stable video transmission with less noise. It automatically combines 

some of the less noisy videos received at the switching center, and it can suppress 

video distortion even when all of the videos from the receiving points are noisy.

The new system was employed in the outside broadcasting of the Lake Biwa 

Mainichi Marathon held on March 6, 2011. It utilized signals to correct the difference 

in arrival times of the videos at the switching center, and it enabled videos 

transmitted over dedicated lines ranging from several km to several dozen km to be 

combined, something which had not been possible with conventional technology.

*1: The locations to receive video sent wirelessly via OB van are at good reception points along the 
marathon course.

*2: The switching center collects videos from multiple receiving points.
*3: The field pick-up unit (FPU) is a wireless transmission/reception system for outside broadcasting.
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Figure2: Reception at the switching centerFigure1: New developed FPU reception system


